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what are some of the most fundamental concepts in law quora - law aims to protect rights the concept of justice hinges
on ensuring that a person entitled to certain rights is able to enjoy them or where one s rights have been infringed some
compensation is provided or the person infringing the rights is penalized the concept of duties this is a corollary to rights, the
concepts of law the university of chicago law review - the concepts of law concepts are the building blocks of legal
doctrine all legal rules and standards in fact are formed by combining concepts in different ways but despite their centrality
legal concepts are not well understood there is no agreement as to what makes a legal concept useful or ineffective worth
keeping or in need of revision, concepts in law jaap hage springer - concepts in law ralf poscher argues that as soon as a
concept is used in stating the law the precise scope of application of this concept has become a legal matter this means that
the use of moral concepts in the law does not automatically lead to a moral import into the law, critical concepts in law
routledge - critical concepts in law the critical concepts in law series includes titles for many areas of the broad subject with
titles including law and development international law and feminist legal studies to name but a few in this far reaching series
over the course of the year the series is set to see a number of new additions, concepts in law and economics a guide
for the curious - concepts in law and economics a guide for the curious is a highly accessible thorough and entertaining
introduction to the interaction of law and economics leitzel s engaging volume reads almost like a mystery as he sets up a
wide range of real and hypothetical scenarios to illustrate the key points, download concepts in law and economics a
guide for the - law and economics features in public policy debates as well as across the social sciences in fields such as
political economy constitutional economics and political science concepts in law and economics a guide for the curious
provides a comprehensive integration of the fields of law and economics, concepts in law google books - concepts in law
jaap hage argues that 1 legal status words such as owner have a meaning because they denote things or relations in
institutional reality 2 the meaning of these words consists in this denotation relation 3 knowledge of this meaning
presupposes knowledge of the rules governing these words, concepts in law springerlink link springer com - this means
that the use of moral concepts in the law does not automatically lead to a moral import into the law dennis patterson holds
that hart s concept of law can be understood as a so called practice theory and provides an overview of such a theory,
concepts in law home springer - concepts play a central role in the law because all forms of law are formulated with the
help of terms that express in the eyes of many at least concepts concepts are also important in the study of law s nature in
philosophy of law and legal theory, concepts for international law e elgar com - concepts allow us to know understand
think do and change international law this book with sixty chapters by leading scholars provides a nuanced guide to those
concepts of historical significance for international law as well as those that have become central to how we think about the
discipline
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